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 Abstract. The article discusses new kinematic surfaces that can be attributed to 
the class of surfaces of congruent cross sections. The surfaces of congruent cross 
sections were first identified in a separate class by Professor I.I. Kotov. Circular, 
elliptical and parabolic cylinders are taken as the guiding surfaces, and circles 
and parabolas are taken as generating plane curves, which can be located in the 
plane of the generating curve of the guiding cylinder or in a plane parallel to its 
longitudinal axis. The introduction of a new independent parameter helped to 
solve the set geometric problems. The analytical formulas are presented in gen-
eralized form, so the shape of the flat generatrix curve can be arbitrary. Two 
types of surfaces are considered: 1) when the local axes of the generating curves 
remain parallel during their movement; 2) when these axes rotate. The resulting 
surfaces can be of interest to architects, or can find application in machine-
building thin-walled structures or in the study of the trajectories of bodies during 
their oscillatory-translational motion. 

Keywords: computer aided design, pendulum type surface, surface of congruent 
cross sections, helical movement, kinematic surface, free form architecture 
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 Аннотация. Рассматриваются новые кинематические поверхности, которые 
можно отнести к классу поверхностей конгруэнтных сечений. Поверхности 
конгруэнтных сечений впервые были выделены в отдельный класс профес-
сором И.И. Котовым. В качестве направляющей поверхности принимаются 
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круговой, эллиптический и параболический цилиндры, а за образующие 
плоские кривые – окружности и параболы, которые могут быть расположе-
ны в плоскости образующей кривой направляющего цилиндра или в плос-
кости параллельной его продольной оси. Решению поставленных геомет-
рических задач помогло введение нового независимого параметра. Форму-
лы приведены в обобщенном виде, поэтому форма плоской образующей 
кривой может быть произвольной. Рассматриваются два типа поверхно-
стей: когда местные оси образующих кривых остаются параллельными при 
движении и когда они поворачиваются. Полученные поверхности могут 
быть интересны архитекторам, найти применение в машиностроительных 
тонкостенных конструкциях или при изучении траекторий движения тел 
при их колебательно-поступательном движении. 

Ключевые слова: компьютерное проектирование, поверхность маятнико-
вого типа, поверхность конгруэнтных сечений, винтовое движение, кине-
матическая поверхность, архитектура свободных форм 
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Introduction 
The surface of congruent cross sections is a surface that carries a continuous one-parameter family of plane 

lines [1]. Such a surface is obtained by movement of a flat line (generator). 
The selection of the surfaces under consideration in a separate class simplified the presentation of methods 

for constructing these surfaces by means of computer graphics and descriptive geometry of surfaces. The sim-
plest types of surfaces of congruent sections are surfaces of plane-parallel transfer relative to the projection plane. 
Surfaces of revolution can also be assigned to the class of surfaces of congruent sections [2]. Monge carved sur-
faces fit the definition of congruent section surfaces [3]. All cyclic surfaces with a generating circle of constant 
radius can be included in the class of surfaces of congruent sections [4]. Rotative surfaces are included in one of 
the groups of surfaces of congruent sections [5]. Ordinary helical surfaces are formed by the helical movement 
of any rigid line. Hence, they can be included in the class of surfaces of congruent cross sections on a circular 
cylinder [6]. Full information about all the surfaces listed above can be found in the encyclopedia [7]. 

Purpose of the study 
In this era of innovative ideas, the existing well-studied analytical surfaces are no longer sufficient for  

the implementation of the creative ideas of architects and engineers [8–10]. Architects and mechanical engineers 
require the creation and study of new shapes and surfaces described by analytical equations in order to introduce 
them into various branches of science and technology. Therefore, the authors had the idea to expand the class of 
surfaces of congruent cross sections adding surfaces of pendulum type on a circular cylinder with congruent cir-
cles [11]. The present paper will submit for consideration additional surfaces of congruent pendulum-type cross 
sections on circular, elliptical and parabolic cylinders. These surfaces, perhaps, will satisfy some of the archi-
tects’ needs in new forms and will allow mechanical engineers to study the process of oscillatory motion of  
bodies of the considered forms in space. 

Methodology of the study 
Methods of analytical and differential geometry are used to study the declared analytical surfaces. To vi- 

sualize these surfaces, the MathCad and AutoCad systems are used. For one family of plane coordinate lines of 
the surfaces under consideration, the rigid generating curves themselves are taken, and the other family of curvi-
linear coordinates is the trajectories of points of congruent generating curves [12]. 

Surfaces of congruent cross sections of pendulum type on a circular cylinder 

We assume that the center of a circle of constant radius r moves in the coordinate plane xOy along a fixed 
circle of radius R, and at the same time, it moves along the axis z (Figure 1). The cyclic surface with the paralle- 
lism plane xOy formed in such a way can be called a right circular helical surface on the cylinder (Figure 2). 
The parametric equations of this right circular surface on a cylinder were obtained in a paper [11]. 

Let's slightly change the conditions of the problem. Suppose that the generating circle lies in a plane which 
is parallel to the yOz coordinate plane (Figure 3). In this case, the parametric equations of the surface of congru-
ent cross sections of the pendulum type take the form 
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x = x(t) = Rsinα = Rsin(c + bsint), 

y = y(t, β) = Rcosα + rcosβ = Rcos (c + bsint) + rcosβ, 

z = z(t, β) = at + rsinβ.                                                                     (1) 

Here 

α = c + b sint,                                                                            (2) 

where α is the angle varying according to a given law (Figure 3); β is the central angle of the generatrix circle, 
which is measured from the y-axis towards the z-axis, 0 ≤ β ≤ 2π; t is a variable parameter; a is a constant that 
determines the length of the cyclic surface in the direction of the z axis; b is the amplitude of the sinusoid, ac-
cording to the law of which the angle α changes (Figure 3); с is a constant that determines the position of  
the sinusoid α = α(t) = с + bsint in the direction of the α axis.  

 

 
 

Figure 1. A method of forming 
of surface of congruent circular cross sections 

of pendulum type on circular cylinder 

 
Figure 2. A surface  
of congruent circular  

cross sections of pendulum type
on a circular cylinder 

 
Figure 3. A method of forming of surface  

of congruent cross sections of pendulum type  
on circular cylinder with constant circular generatrixes

which are disposed in the planes parallel  
to the yOz coordinate plane

   

 
Figure 4. A diagram of changing of the central angle α 

 
Figure 5. A surface of congruent cross sections 

of pendulum type on circular cylinder  
with the constant circular generatrixes  

which are disposed in the planes parallel  
to the yOz coordinate plane 

 
According to Figure 4 we have 

αmax = c + b, αmin = c – b.                                                               (3) 

In Figure 5 a cyclic surface with the plane of parallelism is shown. For this surface we have 

R = 3 м; r = 1 м; 0 ≤ β ≤ 2π; 0 ≤ t ≤ 3π. 

Let the angle α varies within the limits –π/4 ≤ α ≤ π/4, therefore, according to formulas (3), we have c = 0; 
b = π/4. If the surface’s length in the z direction is equal to 9 m + 2r, then 

z = at = a3π = 9 or a = 3/π [m]. 

π/2 π/2 π/2 
π/2 π/2 

π/2 

α 

t 

b 
c b 
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It can be seen from Figure 5 that the presented surface intersects itself in the area of the cross sections 
t = π/2 + nπ (n = 1, 2, …). 

Surfaces of congruent cross sections of pendulum type on an elliptical cylinder 

Let’s suppose that the center of a circle with constant radius r moves in the xOy plane along a fixed ellipse 
with R and simultaneously moves along the z-axis (Figure 6), where 

R = R(α) = pd/[p2sin2α + d2cos2α]1/2.                                                      (4)  

The cyclic surface formed in such a way with the xOy plane of parallelism can be called a right circular 
helical surface on an elliptical cylinder (Figure 7). 

The parametric equations of this right circular surface on an elliptical cylinder can be written as follows: 

x = x(t, β) = Rsinα + rsinβ = Rsin(c + bsint) + rsinβ, 

y = y(t, β) = Rcosα + rcosβ = Rcos(c + bsint) + rcosβ, 

z = z(t) = at,                                                                            (5) 

where R = R(α) is determined by a formula (4), angles α and β are shown in Figure 6, angle α is presented in  
the form (2), parameters b and c are shown in Figure 4, a is a constant that determines the length of the cyclic 
surface in the direction of the z axis. 

 

 
Figure 6. A method of forming surface of congruent circular 

cross sections of pendulum type on elliptical cylinder

 
Figure 7. A surface of congruent circular cross sections 

of pendulum type on an elliptical cylinder
  

 
Figure 8. A method of forming surface of congruent parabolic 

cross sections of pendulum type on circular cylinder
Figure 9. A surface of congruent parabolic cross sections 

of pendulum type on a circular cylinder
 
Let the angle α varies within the limits –π/4 ≤ α ≤ π/4, therefore, according to formulas (3) we have c = 0; 

b = π/4. Let us take the length of the surface in the direction of the z-axis equal to 6 m, therefore z = at = a3π = 6 
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or a = 2/π [m]. We shall take an elliptical cylinder with p = 4 m, d = 3 m, and r = 1 m as an example. The sur-
face with the accepted geometric parameters is shown in Figure 7. 

In an article [11], it is studied the surface formed by a parabola 

Y = h – (h / l 

2) X 
2,                                                                         (6) 

which moves along a fixed circle of radius R and simultaneously moves along the z-axis (Figure 8).  
As a result, the surface of congruent parabolic cross sections of the pendulum type on a circular cylinder 

was obtained (Figure 9).  
If we take an elliptical cylinder with R (Figure 10), determined by a formula (4), instead of a circular cy- 

linder with R = const, then we obtain a surface of congruent parabolic cross sections of pendulum type on  
an elliptical cylinder.  

 

 
Figure 10. A method of forming of surface of congruent parabolic

cross sections of pendulum type on elliptical cylinder

 
Figure 11. A surface of congruent parabolic cross sections 

of pendulum type on an elliptical cylinder
 
The parametric equations of this surface with the plane of parallelism xOy on an elliptical cylinder can be 

written as 

x = x(t,X) = Rsinα + X = Rsin(c + bsint) + X, 

y = y(t, X) = Rcosα + Y = Rcos(c + bsint) + Y, 

z = z(t) = at,                                                                             (7) 

where R = R (α) is determined by a formula (4), the angle α is shown in Figure 10, the angle α is presented in  
the form (2), parameters b and c are shown in Figure 4, a is a constant that determines the length of the cyclic 
surface in the direction of the z axis. 

Let the angle α varies within the limits –π/4 ≤ α ≤ π/4, therefore, according to formulas (3), one can obtain 
c = 0; b = π/4. Let us assume the length of the surface in the direction of the z-axis to be 9 m, therefore,  
z = at = a3π = 9 or a = 3/π [m]. For this example, we take an elliptical cylinder with p = 4 m, d = 3 m,  
and l = 1 m, h = 2 m. The surface with the accepted geometric parameters is shown in Figure 11. 

Surfaces of congruent cross sections of pendulum type on a parabolic cylinder 

Let there be a square parabola in the cross section of a parabolic cylinder (Figure 12) 

y = H – (H / L2)x2,                                                                       (8) 

and another parabola performs oscillatory motion along this parabola with simultaneous movement along  
the cylinder’s axis Oz 

Y = h – (h / l 
2)X 

2.                                                                       (9) 
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The geometric parameters of both parabolas are shown in Figure 12. In addition, we obtain 

𝑥 𝑥 ∝
∝

1 1 4 tan ∝ ,                                               (10) 

𝑅 𝑅 𝑥 𝑥 𝐿 𝑥 ,                                                         (11) 

tanα
𝑥
𝑦

𝑥𝐿
𝐻 𝐿 𝑥

, 

sin ∝  
𝑥
𝑅

𝑥

𝑥
𝐻
𝐿 𝐿 𝑥

, 

cos ∝
𝑦
𝑅

𝐻 𝐿 𝑥

𝐿 𝑥
𝐻
𝐿 𝐿 𝑥

.  

 

 
Figure 12. A method of forming surface of congruent parabolic cross sections of pendulum type on parabolic cylinder

  

 

 
Figure 13. A surface of congruent parabolic cross sections of pendulum type on a parabolic cylinder 
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Now we can write the parametric equations of the sought-for surface: 

x = x(t, X) = R(α)sinα + X = R(t)sin(с + bsint) + X, 

y = y(t, X) = R(α)cosα + Y = R(t)cos(с + bsint) + h – (h / l 

2)X 
2, 

z = z(t) = at.                                                                        (12) 

We have α = c + bsint, but αmax = c + b = π/2, αmin = c – b = –π/2, that is, c = 0, b = π/2.  
Substituting x = x(α) from the formula (10) into the expression for R = R(x), we obtain R = R(α). And ta- 

king into account the dependence (2), we obtain R = R(t). However, the given parametric equations (12) can be 
applied in the interval –π/2 < α < π/2, excluding the point α = 0. Some uncertainty appears in the formula (10) at 
the points α = 0 and α = ±π/2 if we use computer counting. This uncertainty can be avoided when we use manual 
counting. 

When using a computer calculation, it is better to use the parametric equations of the desired surface in  
the form 

x = x(t, X) = Lsinβ + X = Lsin(с + bsint) + X, 

y = y(t, X) = H – Hsin2β + Y = H – Hsin2(с + bsint) + h – (h/l 

2)X 
2, 

z = z(t) = at,                                                                         (13) 

where the angle β is related to the angle α (which is shown in Figure 12) in the following way:  

sinα = (L/R)sinβ. 

It is obvious that if β = 0, then α = 0, but if β = π/2, then x = L. According to the formula (11), R = L  
and then α = π/2. 

We have β = c + bsint, but βmax = c + b = π/2, βmin = c – b = –π/2, that is, c = 0, b = π/2. 
Figure 13 shows a parabolic surface of a pendulum type on a parabolic cylinder. This surface is given by 

parametric equations (13) and has the following geometric parameters: –π/2 ≤ α ≤ π/2, the same for β, –l ≤ X ≤ l,  
l = 1 m, L = 4 m, H = 4 m, h = 2 m. 

The surface length is 12 m = zmax = a3π, that is a = 12/(3π) = 4/π [m]. 

Research results 
Before the work of I.I. Kotov [1] was published, there was no definition of surfaces of congruent cross 

sections. These and some other surfaces, formed by the motion of a rigid curve, were included in the class of 
kinematic surfaces [13]. The authors followed the Kotov’s method and have obtained for the first time the para-
metric equations of 5 surfaces with the congruent cross sections of pendulum type on circular, elliptic and para-
bolic cylinders, which can find application in technology and in architecture of free forms. A new subclass of 
surfaces of congruent sections of pendulum type on non-circular cylinders is introduced for the first time. 

Most surfaces’ formulas are presented in a generalized form, which makes it possible to expand the types 
of possible cylindrical guide surfaces and types of plane congruent curves. By changing the constants contained 
in the parametric equations of the surfaces under consideration, it is possible to visualize a whole set of surfaces 
defined by the same equation. The central angle of the guiding cylindrical surface is taken as one independent 
parameter in the parametric equations. The solution of the set geometric problems was helped by the introduction 
of a new independent parameter t, introduced by formula (2). 

All the analytic surfaces considered in the presented article have so far been unknown to geometers,  
as well as their parametric equations. 

All the equations obtained for the new surfaces of congruent sections on cylinders are verified using spe-
cific numerical examples. All surfaces in the article were constructed using the computer complex MathCad and 
AutoCad based on the Bank of Surfaces and Curves created at the Engineering Academy of the Peoples’ Friend-
ship University of Russia [14]. 
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Discussion 
Suggestions and recommendations for the use of congruent section surfaces 

As mentioned earlier in the introduction, the selection of surfaces of congruent sections into a separate 
class helped to simplify the presentation of methods for constructing surfaces with a plane rigid generatrix.  
The surfaces presented may be of interest to architects, or can find application in machine-building thin-walled 
structures or in the study of trajectories of motion of bodies during their oscillatory-translational motion. 

Some architects suggest using these surfaces in freeform architecture. The method of forming surfaces of 
congruent sections (profiles) makes it possible to actively use the methods of computer modeling in the creation 
and variant selection of the corresponding forms of structures and structures [15]. 

The article [16] also supports the idea of using congruent section surfaces in free-form architecture. Some-
times their application is caused by the need to solve structural and geometric problems. Sometimes the final 
choice is influenced by the lower cost of the project. But, in general, structures in the form of surfaces of congru-
ent sections remain in the form of concept projects [16]. 

Free-form architecture contains many problems of a geometric nature that need to be solved, but their so-
lution will create new opportunities for optimizing architectural designs in practice [10]. In solving some geo-
metric problems, surfaces of congruent sections can help. 

Several surfaces of congruent sections can be easily docked with each other and get a new innovative 
shape of the structure [13]. If you dock the two surfaces shown in Figure 5, you can create a new object for  
the Pivot Forms architecture (Figure 14). 

 

 
Figure 14. The computer models of the two joined cyclic surfaces of congruent circular sections of pendulum type

 
Curves of the second order are mainly used as movable generators of rigid plane curves [6–8; 13],  

but in some cases the necessity requires the use of more complex curves [13; 15; 17]. 

Conclusion 
In the encyclopedia [7] it is shown that at the present time more than 600 analytical surfaces have been 

studied and proposed for use, which are grouped into 38 classes. Over the past decade, new analytical surfaces 
have emerged that are not included in the encyclopedia, but researchers of these surfaces are confident that they 
will be needed by engineers and architects. The authors are also sure of this, proposing for consideration new 
shapes of surfaces of congruent plane sections moving along a given circular, elliptical and parabolic cylinder 
along guiding sinusoidal curves lying on these cylinders. Circles, ellipses and parabolas are taken as rigid gene- 
rating curves. Taking into account the results presented in their previous published work [11], the authors intro-
duced 9 new surfaces of congruent sections on cylinders. In the future, it may be necessary to use other congru-
ent curves, which is easy to implement using the materials of this article. 

The geometry of surfaces with congruent curves was studied in works of M. Carmelo and M. Biagio [18], 
V.N. Ivanov [19], and S.N. Krivoshapko [20]. But they used a different, other than the authors, approach to  
the formulation and solution of selected geometric problems. 
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